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Abstract
Paleontologic localities of significant scientific value occur on public lands in California. Some localities on
private land are administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the United States Forest Service
(USFS) for their mineral resources. There is now an opportunity to protect non-renewable paleontologic
rercr'rrces through establishment of Areas of Critical Environmlnhi Concern or through cooperative igreements
with private institutions and other public agencies prior to these resources being lost,iandaiized or de"veloped
for non-paleontologic P-urPoses. As a positive example, cooperafion between g&ernmental agencies and private
institutions has resulted in the preservafion and appropriaie curation of man/paleontologic iesourc"" from
public lands. These localities are important not only because they contain signiiicant paleontologic resources,
but because they are field repositories offering insight to past community dynamics und ,t",-r"trral activities of
the crust, and offer data regarding rates and amounts of fault offset which directly effects the health and safety
of California residents. The keys to management of paleontologic resources are (l) inventory, (2) cyclic 

)

prospecting for protection, and (3) curation of specimens into retrievable institutional storafe to aliow research
and reporting.

lntroduction
Paleontologic localities involving public lands in
California are invariably associated with private or
military lands. These complications in land
ownership provide easy access to some localities
which have resulted in their near total destruction.
Land ownership and rnnagement patters have
lead to the preservation of other localities. Table 1 is
a partial surruftlry of some of the more important
localities in California. BLM joint venture programs
are operating at maior paleontologic localities listed
below to prospect for paleontologic resource
localities, to preserve sites in the field or remove
impacted fossils to museums, and to focus
collection and preservation efforts where they are
needed to preserve fossil resources. Several of these
localities have provided time-stratigraphic
correlations that have world-wide
skatochronographic and paleoecological
ramifications. Many provide data on the time of
offset, rates of movement, and recurrence intervals
of earthquakes and faults.

Management techniques that have proved very
effective involve BLM or agenry-related mutual
assistance agreements with museums and
universities. The instihrtions provide knowledge,

expertise, and hained volunteers. Often,
arrangements are made for the lead agency to
provide supplies and storage containers. The lead
agency coordinates access to localities relative to
other environmental concerrls/ includ ing culfu ral
and biological sensitivities.

Museums and universities maintain a database of
paleontologic resource localities which is updated
as new locations are identified. Research interests of
the instifutions or management concerns of the
agency dictate the priority of overall field work.

Erosion is an ongoing process that exposes fossils
on the surface where they are subject to natural
forces of destruction as well as casual collection or
non-permitted removal. Cyclic prospecting (see
Fremd, 1994 and this volume) is an effective
management tool for sedimentary formations
containing paleontologic resources. Rates of erosion
are determined for locality-specific rock types.
Localities are revisited when enough sediment has
been removed by erosion that exposure of new
resources can be expected. Some soft siltsones (e.g.,
Barstow, Alvord, Avawatrz, Cady Mountains, and
Red Rock Canyon) weather rapidly and require
annual inspection. Other formations of similar age
(e9., Cajon, Crowder) are more resistant to erosion
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and may need prospectint every two to three years.
When fossils are collected, they must find their

way to an institution with retrievable storage where
they are available for study by qualified
researchers. Specimens are prepared to a point
where they can be identified, and stabilized for
conservation. They are then identified and
inventoried. Because resources collected from
federal lands remain the property of the federal
government, the repository institution must
maintain detailed records of individual specimens
reflecting their status as long-term loans from the
land management agency. The management steps
are consistent with the Society of Vertebrate
Paleontology's (SVP) conformable impact
mitigation guidelines (Reynolds, 1995) and with
SVP bylaws and ethics (Miller, 1994).

The BLM has a 20 year history of paleontologic
resource inventory in the California Desert
Conservation Area (CDCA) that includes
paleobotanical resourceg invertebrate fossil
rercurces/ and vertebrate fossil resurces
(respectively, Axelrod, 1975, Murphy; 197 6;
Woodburne,1978).

The National Park Service has a long history of
actively managing selected paleontologic resources
sites and districts (Wilkerson and others, 1994).
Significantly, this management program extends
past the collection of fossils and focuses on the
active curation, conservation, and descriptive
research of the maintained collections from these
important sites (Fremd,7994 and this volume).

The California State Park system administers an
excellent example of paleontologic resource
management at Anza-Borrego Desert State Park.
The park is located on the west side of the Salton
Trough and east of the complex San ]acinto fault
zone. Here, interfingering marine and terrestrial
sediments span a time period between 4 Ma to 300
ka. Resource rrunagement extends to invertebrate
fossils and fossil plants (Remeika, 1994) as well as

fossil vertebrates and their trackways (Remeika and

|efferson, 1994). These fossils have been managed
in a framework of biostratigraphy,
tephrochronology, and magnetostratigraphy
(Lindsay and White, 1993; Reynolds and Remeika,
1993; Remeika and Jefferson, 1993). The park
system has developed an integrated system of
stratigraphic prospectinp geologic mapping,
specimen preparation, public participation, and
pubic interpretation and training in paleontologic
resource nranagement.

The specimens, inventory, locality data and
associated field notes will reflect the precision
within the stratigraphy with which the collection of
specimens was made. Because aerial photography

and topographic quadrangle maps are readily
available, localities can literally be "pinpointed"
and precisely documented in the locality databairc.
Some studies go further, documenting specimens
and their orientation in the stratigraphy using
centimeter grids, allowing detailed study of
taphonomy and populations (Bush, this volume;
Gonzalez, this volume; Karnes and Reynolds, this
volume).

Very liftle funding is presently available for these
cooperative proiects. The cooperative efforts of
agencies, instifutions, and volunteers are
particularly notable in the preservation of
California's paleontologic resources.

Alverson-Coyote Mountain
The Alverson-Coyote Mountain Area of Critical

Environmental Concern (ACEC) was established in
1988 to protect an important, diverse marine fauna
with mollusks, fish, sharks, and marine mamals.
The Alverson locality has had heavy use due to its
location near a dump and gravel quarry. The
Coyote Mountain localities are in a mountainous
area near a military ordinance range and retain a
pristine condition due to limited vehicular access.

Alvord Mountains
This important sedimentary and volcanic section

spans the Hemingfordian, Barstovian and Early
Clarendonian Land Mammal Ages (LMA). Cyclic
prospecting the the San Bernardino County
Museum (SBCM) and the University of California,
Riverside (UCR) has been used to protect and
preserve vertebrate fossils exposed by erosion.

Avawatz Mountains
This locality contains the best Early Clarendonian

LMA terrestrial mammalian assemblage in the
Moiave desert. Management techniques include
cyclic prospecting to preserve vertebrate remains by
SBCM and UCR.

Badlands-of Bautista, Soboba Hot Springs,
and San Timoteo

Identified as nationally important localities in the
1992 South Coast Draft Resource Management
Plan, these localities involve separate facies of the
Soboba, Bautista, San Timoteo, and Mt. Eden
formations. These localities contain terrestrial
vertebrates that help define the rates of movement
on the San Andres Fault and San jacinto Fault that
run through nearby major population areas. The
Soboba locality contains an important fossilized
chaparral and woodland plant community. UCR
and SBCM conduct cyclic prospecting in areas of
frequent usage to preserve vertebrate fossils.

-12-
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Table I. Selected peleontologic localities on public lands in California
R= +=One +[ = One
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Alverson (Fossil)Canyon BiversiJe lmperial U Mbcene BLM, PBI Mollusks, othe, inverlebrates,
shafis, rays, bony fbhes, sea
lunb, sea cow, baleen whale

Akord Mounlahs San

Bernadino

'Barstow' U. Miocene

Hemphillian

to Barstovian

BLM, PBI + Tenestrial mammab

AYawaz Mountains San Avawatz/Noble Hill U. Miocene BLM, PRI ++ Tenestrial mammab
Bernadino Chrendonhn

Badlands Riversiie San Timoteo & Upper Miocene & BLM, PBI (R) + Horses, camel, rhinoceros
San [itt. Eden Pleistocene
Bernardino

Bena Foresl Kern Chanac M. Miocene PRI Petrilied wood

Cady lfuuntains San

Bernardino

Heclor U. Oligocene/E.

Mkrcene

BLM, PRI ++ Earliesl terreslrial mammab ol
Moiave Desert

Cali:o Mountains San

Bernadino

'Barslow' M. Mlrcene BLM lnsects, spirers, scolpions,
hrva

Calienle lrounlakl San Lub
Obbpo

Caliente Mimene BLM (B) Horce (lype localily
Mery chippus canizoens is),

camel, rodents

Caion Pass San Crowder, Mbcene, KT BLM, USFS, PBI + Teneskial mammab, whale,
Bernardino Vaqueros, boundary porpobe, sharks

San Francisquito

China L*e lnyo White Hills E.-M. Pleistocene DOD (Navy) Ducks, geese, eagbs, canils,
Banchohbrean lelils, horse, bbon

Comanche Poinl Kern Chanac M. Mirrcene PRI Elephants, horses, cameb

Cmo Mountains lnyo Coso E. Pleislocene
L. Blancan

BLM Ostradcods, fbh, vole, rabbits,

canil, peccary, camel, horse,

elephanl

Coyote Mountain lmperhl lmperial U. Mbcene BLM, PHI Mollusks, shafts, rays, bony

llshes, tuille, sea cow, baleen

whale

Cuyama Phosphale
Beds

Sanla Bafuara Branch Canyon L. Mimene PBI, BLM Echinoils, mollusks, marine
inverlebrates, lbh

Democrat Hot Springs Kern Kenville Series Triassic USFS, PBI Mollusks, snaib

Dutch Fht Phcer lone Eocene BLM, PRI Pelriliql wood

Hackberry Mts

Wild Hoae Mesa

San
Bernardino

Early Miocene NPS, PRI + Rhinoceros, cameh, canils,
lelils, bird tracks, phnls

Goler Kern Gohr K/I boundary

Paleocene?

BLM, PRI ++ Tenestrial mamab (oUest in
Moiave Desed), turlle,
crocodile, multiluberculate,
condyhrths

Heab Pedr Kern Kernville Series Triassic USFS, BLM, PRI + Peleqpods

Horned Toad Hilb Kern Horned Toad U Miocene BLM, PRI Terrestrialverlebrates
L Pliocene

Kettleman North Dome Fresno, Kings Tuhre Plircene PRl, BLM + Oysters, bamacles, other
marine invertebrates

Tulare Kernville Series TriassicLindsay PRl, BLM Microlossib

yean;
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Lands SBCMA

Fil.A!,rg!

Lucerne valley (s) san ob woman SS u & M Plimene BLM, PBI Terrestrialvettebfales

Mollusks, holse, cruslaceans,

lbh, turlle, birds, sloth, wotr,

bear, saberiooth cal, cameb,

lhma, bbon

Mafule Mountahs san Latham shale E & M Cambrian BLM' PRI Trihbites

Plebtocene in Tulate

Fm

Wo[. rat, snake, bid, insecls

Plebt. in MontereY

Fm

Woll, rat, bid, saber'tooth cal,

hsecls

MescalHangeSanAzlecSSJurassicBLM,PRI+0inosaullrad(s

Paradbe Cove Kem Kern BLM, PHI Fossil leaves in caliche

San Carera Cambrian BLM, PBI Tribbiles

Bemadho

P'roneertown San Pioneenown U' Mkrcene BLM

Bernadino

Mammoths, cameh, horses.

Fossih in lault zones indirte
rales ol teclonbm.

Pliocene:

Chrendonian-
Hemphillian

PliohPpus, weasel, dog,

horses, camel, antelope

Cameb, horses, sabeltoolh cat,

anlelope

U. Miocene:

Hemphillian

Bed Bock Canyon Kern Hicado/Dove Spr Mirrcene BLM, CDPH, PBI + Horse, etc.

Sall Springs Hill San Caneta Cambrian BLM

Bernardino

Sand Canyon'Cache
Creek

Whale, shad<, marine

inYerteblates

Soboba Hoi Springs Biversile Soboba L. M'rocene-U. Ple'st' BLM, PRI Woodhfd chapanal

SummitspringsSanLalhamshaleCambrianBLM,PRITrilobites

Mammoths, cameb, carnivores,

horse, small mammab

Rodents, cankl, horse, hdddil,

bronlothele, rhino, oredonl,

leptomerycils

Tunitelh Eeds Kern Obese M' Mirrcene PBI
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Tumey-Psnetle Hils Fresno Moreno U. Cretaceous BLM Mososaurs, plesirsaurs

Vaqhn Gulch lnyo Vaugn Guhh LS Silurian BLM Cilnoils, bryozoans, corab

Wheeler Ciorge Venlula Coldwater Canyon Eocene USDI Marine inverlebrales
Juncal Crelaceous

Yuha Butles lrmerial lmperial Pleblocene BLM Oyslers ard otherinvenebrales

Bena Forest
Bena Forest is one of the few known occurrences

of petrified wood of Miocene age in the San Joaquin
Valley. Negative impacts to the locality are mostly
associated with cattle ranching.

Cady Mountains
The Cady Mountains contain the earliest Tertiary

terrestrial mamrnals in the Mojave Desert. They are
found in sedimentary basins that resulted from
faulting associated with crustal thinning. These
fossils are used to date late Oligocene and early
Miocene breakup of the Mojave Desert. In recent
years, ryclic prospecting by SBCM has resulted in
recovery of new taxa (including rhinoceros) from
these deposits.

Cajon Pass
Sediments in Caion Pass are an excellent research

and sfudy area, containing Cretaceous elasmosaurs,
late Oligocene whales, and land mammals, birds,
reptiles, mollusks, and plants from the last 18
million years. Facies of these sediments contain
evidence of early movement on the San Andreas
Fault. The San Francisquito Formation has the
potential to contain the K,/T boundary. Formations
of different ages have been juxtaposed by
movernent of the fault. Datable volcanic rocks are
absent, but detailed excavation and cyclic
prospecting by the SBCM have produced fossils
which date the rocks and offsets with great
precision.

Calico Mountains
This agate bed preserves exguisite silica casts of

insects, larva and spiders. The presewation is so
perfect that details of compound eye structure, leg
hair follicles, and trachea are seen in SEM
micrographs. Much of this locality has been
harvested by rockhounds for making belt buckles
and other rock iewelry. In 1994 the locality was
identified as an Area of Critical Environmental
Concern.

Caliente Mountain - Horse Canyon
These localities represent a set of rare vertebrate

specimens from the California Coast Ranges. Some
of them are within the Caliente Mountain
Wilderness Study Area. Others are in the vicinity of
Quatal Canyon which has been identified as a
special rrnnagement area for fossils by the U.S.
Forest Service. These outcrops are important
because they contain numerous paleontologic
resource localities that range in age from
Hemingfordian, Barstovian, Clarendonian, and
Hemphillian LMA. The Caliente Fornration lies on
the west side of the San Andreas Fault and, when
further studied, will relate coastal and marine
events to desert localities and strucfural events. The
SBCM and the Natural History Museum of Los
Angeles County (LACM) have attempted limited
prospecting in this area.

China Lake
Within a military reservation, these deposits have

been essentially unstudied for 20 years, and have
been disturbed primarily by military activity.

Comanche Point
A unique assemblage of Miocene terrestrial

vertebrates is known from this locality a portion of
which is within the Tejon oil field. The area was
inspected by SBCM in 1990.

Cuyama Phosphate Beds
A rich assemblage of phosphatized invertebrates

and fish fossils occur in a unique series of
depositional environments which prograde from
deep water to shallow water facies. The locality is a
wonderfu I outdoor educational laboratory because
students can walk upsection and collect fossils from
a sequenee of deepening depositional
environments.

Democrat Hot Springs - Heald Peak
A roof pendent preseryes rare Triassic marine

fauna at these localities and is critical in the dating
of metamorphic rocks in the Southern Sierra-
Nevada.

-15-



Dutch Flat
This locality has been vandalized for over 100

years. It contains one of the only remaining
petrified forests of lower Eocene age in North
America in an unnamed fluvial unit
shatigraphically equivalent with the Ione
Formation. Informal discussions are underway for
BLM to acquire the portions of this locality which
are on private land. BLM acquisition would be
followed by establishment of an interpretive center
at the locality through a Recreation and Public
Purpose lease to El Dorado County maintained by a
local consortium of non-private foundations.

Goler
The Goler Forrrution has the oldest mammal

fossils known from California. It is located in the
southern Basin and Range Province north of the
Moiave Desert, and has the potential to yield
invaluable data relative to the Garlock Fault which
separates the two provinces. Annual visits by
USGS, SBCM, UCR, the American Museum of
Natural History (New York), the Alf Museum
(Clarernont) and LACM are exploring these
relationships.

Hackberry Mountains and Wild Horse Mesa
Rhinoceros skeletons and flamingo tracks are

preserved in early Miocene sediments. These fossils
help date the change 18 million years ago from a

stable Mojave province to one with active
volcanism and extensional faulting. Cyclic
prospecting by the SBCM has produced this
important collection of vertebrates, footprints, and
plants.

Kettleman North Dome
Giant oysters, barnacles and other marine

invertebrates occur in great quantity and variety at
this locality which lies in the heart of the Kettleman
oil field. Some degradation of the paleontologic
resource has occurred from oil and gas

development.

Latham Shale
The earliest complex life forms in California

occur in early and middle Cambrian shale in the
Marble Mountains at Cadiz and at Summit Spring
in the Providence Mountains. Public collection is
allowed using hand tools only. This sedimentary
sequence is often studied by geology classes.

Lindsay
Rare microfossils in this ophiolite requence are

important for reconstructing plate tectonic history
of central California.

Lucerne Valley
Fossils from this area give important palinspastic

information about the date of rise of the central San

Bernardino Mountains.

Manix Lake and Basset Point
Containing a wide variety of mammal, fish, and

bird fossils, this area includes paleontologic
localities in more than 25 sguare miles. Once filled
by 1,57 sguare mile Manix Lake, it is now drained
by the Mojave River, producing picturesque
badlands. A recreational corridor provides access to
the fossil localities and has resulted in some
degradation from off road vehicles. Much of the
resource is contained in the Manix Basin ACEC. The
ACEC is monitored by cyclic prospecting with
crews from the SBCM and research associates at the
Anza Borrego Desert State Park.

McKittrick and Maricopa Brea Pits
Two of four important tar pits in southern

California (the others are La Brea and Carpenteria)
are either in or adjacent to oil fields. Portions of the

tar pits were destroyed in the 1870's-1890's by
asphalt mining operations. The McKittrick locality
has been almost totally excavated. The Maricopa
locality has not been fully studied and several
thousand tons of material remain undisturbed. The
Caliente Resource Area Draft Resource
Management Plan of 1994 identifies these localities
as having high paleontological value. Informal
discussions for having BLM acquire the locality
fromMobile Oil Company, leasing it to Kern
County under the Recreation and Public Purpose
Act and then having it maintained by the docents
from the West Kern Oil Museunl have occurred
since 1992.

Mescal Range Dinosaur Track ACEC
The only dinosaurs tracks in California are

located in the Mescal Range. Prints of three
ichnogenera are preserved in dune sands. Two of
the ichnogenera are the same as those in early

]urassic sediments of the Connecticut Valley on the
eastern continental margin. The dinosaur tracks are

preserved along with those of quadrupeds, insects,

and rain drops and ripple marks. Data has been

developed by cyclic prospecting and detailed
recordation by the SRCM in cooperation with the

BLM. Through replication, the prints remain
preserved in the ACEC, with copies stored in the

museum.

I
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Paradise Cove
A rare assemblage of calichefied leaves has

provided important paleoecological information
about the evolution of the Sierra Nevada.

Rainbow Basin
The locality is important because it occurs

interbedded with a set of thin volcanic layers which
have been dated by K/Ar analysis. Paleomagnetic
studies have also been conducted for ths important
sedimentary section. Mammals and index fossils
found at this locality have world-wide
chronostratigraphic implications. This is the type
locality for the Barstovian LMA. Resource
management techniques include cyclic prospecting
by SBCM and UCR to recover fossils exposed by
erosion, and precision excavation has been carried
out to provide detailed taphonomic data of faunal
assemblages. Trackway replication will preserve
data that is subiect to erosion. However, Rainbow
Basin is a popular recreational destination and
resources are subject to damage from off-road
vehicle activity and illegal collecting. Recently,
carhel fossil trackways and fossil horse and camel
bones were stolen from this Area of Critical
Environmental Concern.

Red Rock Canyon
This locality is partially within a state park.

Surrounding BLM lands have extensive vertebrate
finds. Some of the most impressive are from Dove
Springs, which is also an open area for off road
vehicles. This recreational activity continues to
degrade the Dove Springs fossil locality. An
unintermpted seven million year sequence of
sediments provides important details about the
evolution of life in this time period and is the most
continuous record for Barstovian-Hempillian time
(exempting the Crowder Formation). In addition,
there are important historic and pre-historic
localities here. A mono-genus moth of unknown
affiliation has been discovered in the past year
which apparently lives only in the Dove Springs
area. LACM and SBCM conduct ryclic prospecting
of the exposures to prevent loss and degredation of
fossils. Detailed research has included dating
volcanic ashes and paleomagnetic studies.

Sand Canyon
Near new subdivisions and an area of proposed

wind farms, these localitieg unless protected, will
be impacted in a few years by urban expansion. A
wide variety of important terrestrial vertebrates are
known from the locality.

San Emigdio Banch
A recent discovery of a whale skull was made at

this locality. The find has greatly extended the
geographic distribution of whale fossils of Miocene
age in the California.

Shark Tooth Hill
Known as the "bone bed", this locality extends

throughout a wide area of western Kern County.
Near several oil fields, the locality has been
vandalized since the 1890's mostly for it's abundant
shark teeth many of which are several inches in
length. Mostly on private land, the bone bed
produces one or two nearly complete skeletons
almost every year. Concern for exposure of fossil
hunters to "Valley Fever", a sometimes fatal illness,
has resulted in tighter control of access to the Shark
Tooth Hill. The California Living Museum has a
team of volunteer physicians that monitor persns
thatwork in the Round Mountain Formation.
Detailed excavations by LACM have produced
unique taphonomic data.

Tecopa
Sediments of Lake Tecopa span the Pliocene and

Pleistocene Blancan and Irvingtonian LMA. When
the lake drained, fractures formed and trapped
Rancholabrean age camels and mammoths.
Sediments here contain a four million year record of
events. Fossils at this popular vacation spot have
received impacts from non-permitted collecting.
Cyclic prospecting by SBCM has protected many of
the exposed resources.

Turritella Beds
Known for its abundant and beautiful

invertebrate marine fossils, this locality is exposed
for 2 miles along cliffs bordering the Kern River.
Restricted access by private land owners has kept
the locality from vandalism.

Tumey-Panoche Hills
A critical locality for Mosasaurs this locality has

been protected because of restricted access
associated with the region's high fire hazard and
presence in a Wilderness Study Area. A mosasaur
and plesiosaur have recently been discovered and
await excavation pending environmental review of
the impacts of such an activity on the Wilderness
Study Area.

Vaughn Guloh
This locality exhibits a classical sequence of

Carnbrian to Mississipian units with a wide variety
of invertebrate and rare vertebrate fossils.
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Wheeler Gorgc
This is an important locality for Eocene and

Cretaceous flora and fauna in the Transverse
Ranges.
Yuha Buttes

Vast oyster beds and other invertebrate fossils
form a pavement paleobiologic material which
covers several square miles. This interesting
geomorphic feature is the result of differential
weathering of a death assemblage of fossils which is

up to 5 feet thick at the progradational contact of
green-tan marine sediments and red silts of the

ancestral Colorado River. A BlM-approved
motorcycle race course cuts through the locality and
some of the fossils are destroyed by this recreational
activity.

Conclusions
The rich fossil heritage of public and private

lands in California has not been widely appreciated
or managed as intensively as have similar localities
in other states. Governmental agencies have
existing procedures for acquiring and protecting
rnany of these localities through cooperative
agreements, Recreation and Public Purpose leases

or other land tenure adjustments. Future land use

authorizations (e.8. leasing) should contain
standard stipulations for the protection of
paleontological resources. The Antiquities Act and
FLPMA should be amended to extend protection to
scientifically important invertebrate and plant
fossils. Implementation of this protection should be

delegated to local governmental entities through
cooperative agreements that would result in
regional paleontological management plans. Lists
of conrmon fossils could be part of these plans and
casual collection of them by amateurs and
professionals regulated with relative ease and low
cost to the taxpayer. Immediate efforts to preserve
these resources should be encouraged through
cooperative a greements and partnerships between
agencies, instifutions, and their volunteers.
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Gyclic Prospecting to Preserve
Vertebrate Paleontological
Resources

Ted Fremd, Pabontologist,lohn Day Eossil Beds National Monument, HCR82, Box 726, Kimberly, OR 97848

Elimination of science is the resource equiaalent of bookburning
- Bruce Babbift, Secretary of the U. S. Department of Interior,1.995

I

I

I

lntroduction
The conservation of fossils valuable to science is

undertaken by stewards of many types of public
lands. Among federal land management agencies,
the National Park Service (NPS) is unambiguously
mandated to provide protection of paleontological
resources within congressionally authorized
boundaries. NPS Managemmt Policbs states that:

Paleontologic resowces, including both organic
and mineralized remains in body or trace f orm,
will be protected, preserved, and developed for
public enjoyment, interpretation, and scientific
research in accordance with park management
objectives and approved resource management
plans.

lManagement actions will be taken to prevent
illegal collecting and may be taken to prevent
damage from natural processes such as erosion.
Protection may include construction of shelters
over specimens for interpretation in situ,
stabilization in the field, or collection,
preparation, and placement of specimens in
museum collections. The localities and geologic
settings of specimens will be adequately
docurnented when specimens are collected.
(JSDr, 1988)

It is plain that merely establishing an area as a

park or preserve, without intensive rnanagement,
cannot insure that fossils will not be lost to the
scientific community. On NPS and other federal
lands, in many situations collection is the only
method to avoid compromising real or potential
research data. The fundamental assumptions
behind efforts to systematically retrieve important
paleontological rrnterials on federal lands are
simply that dr sifu scientifically significant
specimens should not be permifted to disintegrate

or remain in ieopardy, and that these materials
belong in the public trust.

Of course there is tremendous variability in
erosional rates, specimen abundances, and
corresponding rrunagement options for vertebrate-
fossiliferous sediments. In many layers of strata,
there are few specimens weathering out. In other
units, specimens that do become exposed are
durable, or the vast maiority of remains are simply
not scientifically significant. For example, unusual
beds containing rich deposits of material such as
sharks' teeth, or containing astonishingly abundant
fishes, conodonts, or other taxa exist. Such areas are
occasionally invoked by "lands access" groups as a
justification for de-regulation; but these exceptions
neither support nor refute arguments for frequent
vigilance of other types of localities by the scientific
community.

In many (particularly Tertiary) depositional
basins poorly indurated strata are ideally suited for
systematic, repetitive cycles of prospecting and
collecting activities, and the timely retrieval of
specimens from these outcrops counters losses from
erosion or unskilled collection methods. After a

brief summary of potential management strategies,
this non-technical article will review aspects of a
program of "cyclic prospecting," drawing on broad
methodological examples (detailed elsewhere) from
the John Day Basin in eastern Oregon.

Paleontological Resource
Management OverYiew

Management alternatives
A variety of actions may be undertaken at fossil

localities administered by various government
agencies. Administrative Sptions include those
listed in NPS77 (USDI, 1991), a compendium of
NPS natural resources rrnnagement guidelines:
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1. No action. Appropriate for sites that have no

or low significance.

2. Monitor. Periodic re-examination of a locality
to determine if conditions have changed such
that different or additional management actions
are required. Photographic records should be
kept so that changes can be more easily
ascertained.

3.Cyclic prospecting. Areas of high erosion

which also have high potential for producing
significant specimens should be periodically
examined for new sites. The periodicity of such

cyclic prospecting will deperd on the abundance
of fossils ard the rate of sediment erosion.

4. Stabilization and reburial. Significant
specimens which cannot be immediately
collected may be stabilized using the
appropriate consolidants and reburied. Reburial
slows down, but does not stop, the destruction
of a f ossil by erosion. Thus, this action is to be
used only as an interim measure.

5, Shelters. Sites or specimens which are to be

exhibited in-situ will usually require protective
shelters. Structures range from small plastic
domes to large buildirgs with attendant exhibits
and research facilities. However, the use of
structures may invite theft or vandalism and
present problems of temperature ard humidity
control and specirnen degradation.

6. Excavation. Excavation may be partial (such

as the collection of a particular specimen in a

f ossil reef or the emergency collection of bones
in imminent danger of destruction) or complete
(an entire skeleton or an entire microvertebrate
locality).

7. Closure. Closure may be temporary {such as

while an excavation is in progress) or permanent
(such as f or areas with abundant signif icant
f ossil resources which are easily pilf ered).
Closed areas may be completely withdrawn
from public use or restricted to ranger led
activities, such as guided hikes.

8. Patrols. lmportant sites or areas may be in the

area of existing patrol routes ard should be
brought to the attention of patrol rangers. Other
areas may require the modif ication of patrol
routes. Patrols may be important in preventing
or reducing theft and vandalism.

Clearly, the inherent variability of fossil material

and their entombing rnatrices iustifies several of
these strategies being invoked concurrently. In
rrnny areas combinations of approaches are

successfully employed. The Blue Basin area of john
Day Fossil Beds, for example, is closed to off-trail
traffic without an escort, and specimens are

frequently collected during cyclic prospecting
episodes.

Scientific Significance Crateria
Careful consideration of the above action

alternatives is predicated on the determination of
scientific significance, which in turn is subiect to
many variables. A summary (USDI, Chure and
Fremd, 1991) was prepared for resource rrnnagers
in the National Park Service who may be dealing
with fossil resources in NP977:

There is no single yardstick by which the
scientif ic signif icance of a f ossil can be
measured. Some factors will often
automatically make a specimen signif icant'
Among these are specimens belonging to poorly
known taxa, preservation of soft tissues or
delicate structures, specimens showing
pathologies or injuries, specimens of unusually
large size for their species, specimens showing
paleoecological relationships (such as

symbiosis, parasitism, commensalism,
predation), and association with datable
materials (e.g. radiometric, paleomagnetic, or
index f ossils), to name a f ew.

However, many other subtle factors may make a

specimen scientif ically signif icant. While
specimens of poorly known species are always
signif icant, species which are extremely
abundant may also be signif icant because they
supply a larEe sample which can yield data on
population structure; individual, ontogenetic,
and sexual variation; ontogeny; allometry, etc.
Specimens which are broken or incomplete may
reveal details of internal anatomy which are not
available from more complete specimens.
Seemingly mundane specimens may provide
important geological and geographical range
extensions.

Thus, substantive paleontological knowledge is
required in order to properly evaluate the
scientif ic significance of fossils, and input from
prof essionally trained paleontologists is critical
for the professional managoment of fossil
resources. The paleontological advisor should
be familiar with the particular group of fossils
being evaluated. Thus, active and past
researchers within the park should be contacted.
lf no such researchers are available, superin-
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terdents should seek assistance from
professional societies, such as the Society of
Vertebrate Paleontology (for fossil ver-
tebrates), the Paleontological Society (f or fossil
invertebrates), and the Paleobotanical Section
of the American Botanical Society (for fossil
plants).

Prof essional paleontological input should be
sottght in developing broad groupings of fossil
r6solrc€s with dif fering signif icance. These can
be prioritized ard paleontologists and managers
should work together to develop the
management actions appropriate for each site.

An evaluation of the significance of a locality,
site, or specimen is made as specimens are
encountered in the field, and the investigator
quickly considers the appropriate action(s) with
due consideration of the management goals of the
area. In those strata where rates of weathering are
determined to be consistent, and not merely
episodic, a repetitive system of prospecting may be
developed based on observed appearances of new
skeletal material over time. Only individuals who
are accompanied and/or trained by experienced
field specialists familiar with the particular strata
should be enlisted in these decision-making efforts.

Vertebrate Fossil Conservation in the John Day
Basin

Like rnany units administered by the National Park
Service and other land management agencies, |ohn
Day Fossil Beds National Monument (IODA)
contains a variety of vertebrate fossil assemblages.
Particular strata identified in the ]ohn Day Basin for
"proactive rrranagement" are Oligocene and
Miocene strata that entomb Whitneyan and
Arikareean paleobiotas, particularly rich in
mammalian species. These are thick sequences of
bright 6reen zeolitized, tuffaceous silt-, mud-, and
claystones that contain more than 120 species of
mamrnals belonging to 30 families (see Table One).
The remains are typically very hard, but briftle:
once exposed by weathering, freeze-thaw rycles
quickly shatter the specimens and deshoy them for
study. In order to comply with the NPS
p reserva tional ma nda te, a systematic examina tion
of these strata is appropriate on a recurring basis.

Since 1982, the NPS has sponsored the meticulous
collection of specimens from exposures within and
proxirnal to the boundaries of the Sheep Rock Unit
of |ohn Day Fossil Beds. To date, more than 7,000
specimens have been retrieved by methods
described below and elsewhere (Fremd, 7994a-c).

In the following sections
some aspects of a cyclic research/management
program are reviewed.

Planning
Insuring that the public and the scientific

community are well-served requires anticipation of
research questions as well as the roles of different
allies (see Table Two). Evaluation of the existing
literature and manuscripts in preparation, status of
reference collections and tfpe specimens, available
stratigraphic data, rates of weathering, appraisals of
potential associates, and a host of policies and
processes must be considered prior to embarking on
a formalized schedule of cyclic prospecting.
Planners should expect changes in methodology

These continuing
collecting efforts are
important for several
rearcns:
1. Outstanding
individual specimens
have been recovered,
including new taxa, that
would probably have
been lost to the public
trust.
2. A sample of material
has been accumulated
that avoids much of the
collecting bias that
beleaguers most
accumulations retrieved
by "specimen"
collectors, from both
professional and
amateur communities.
This provides more
robust data for
statistical analyses of
faunal compositions,
taphonomy, and
paleoecology to name

iust a few (Fremd, 1988
et seg.).
3. Previous collections
accessible for study are
plagued by ambiguities
in localities and lack
stratigraphic precision.
This had made "the
|ohn Day" particularly
vexing for correlation
with other important
deposits in the world.

Table 1.

Mammalian families
encountered during
ryclic prospecting in
certain John Day strata.

Order Marsupialia
Family Didelphidae

Order Insectivora
Family

Micrcpternodontidae
Order Carnivora

Family Nimravidae
Family Mustelidae
Family Canidae
Family Amphicyonidae
Family Ursidae

Order Perissodactyla
Family Chalicotheriidae
Family Equidae
Family Rhinocerotidae
FamilyTapiridae

Order Artiodactyla
Family Entelodontidae
Family Tayassuidae
Family Agriochoeridae
Family

Merycoidodontidae
Family Camelidae
Family Moschidae
Family Hypertragulidae
Family l,eptomerycidae

Order Rodentia
Family Eomyidae
Family Mylagaulidae
Family Aplodontidae
Family Cricetidae
FamilyGeomyidae
Family Florentiamyidae
Family Castoridae
Family Ischyromfdae
Family Sciuridae

Order lagomorpha
Family Leporidae

Order Primates
FamilyOmomyidae
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and assessrrents of significance within any site. For
example, as the process evolves and the numerical
size of the collections increases, kinds of specimens
that would be retrieved during the early "baseline
data" stages of the activity rruy not be collected in
successive years, if scarcity was used as a
significance factor.

The ]ODA proiect began in 1982 with a

contracted effort (Ruben and Wagner, 1984) to
ascertain the occurrences of material within selected
portions of the national monument. Beneficial as
that proiect was, it became apparent that the NPS
needed to be more directly involved in the planning
and operational processes, as the accountable
agency/ to secure the maximum curation and
research benefits for the widest public use. A broad,
multi-disciplinary coordinated research approach
to the complex paleontological features of the basin
was adopted and is in progress.

Stratigraphy and Mapping
Construction of a detailed stratigraphic

framework is essential. Measured sections,
correlation diagrams, and construction of a
composite stratigraphic column, should precede
any collecting efforts if possible. In the case of the

IODA project, the overwhelming maiority of the
type specimens and associated collections lack
verifiable provenance. Recollection of many
sequences with stratigraphic control is helping to
constrain temporal ranges of many of the taxa (for
examples see Fremd and others, 1994; Fremd and
Wang,1995).

Strata in the project areas were measured using
standard techniques (]acob's staff and clinometer)
by monument staff aided by volunteers,
contractors/ and visiting researchers. Efforts were
made to identify and precisely date many of the
abundant isochronous tuffs that blanket much of
the region. These dated units (Swisher and others,

Table 2. An idealized list of procedures and personnel involved in a federal program of ryclic prospecting and
paleontological research.

The columns suggest relative "involvement levels" (L = low , M = medium, and H = high) that might be expected from
each group of people and their assets during each part of the research process. For example, one might expect the NfiS
to be highly involved in curation; a university may be participating in storage; volunteer involvement might be high in
field, but less in research due to the level of training required, etc.

Regardless of the relative level of involvement shown for different components, public lands staff should ensure
compliance with bureau policies, and must be knowledgeable of research design and significance.

Proc6duiCs Agenci
Scientieti

Voluntaaia /
Amateuis ,

Cohtractors/,,
CommeiCial :

Un,lVaisitV,/
:,,r,MU6eUfi3:,::

Plahhihg H L L M

Sf iatisi. phr,&, Ma ppins M L M H

stoieoDhotoa & Gls M L H M

CycliG::Piospecting H H M L

Golloction M H L M

PieFai.tion M H H L

Cuiation & Stofige H M L M

TeiohomylRclated RCsearch M L L H

l, l,',:,:i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"'PUbliCatiOn M L L H

lnteipretation H M L L
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in prep) provide a critical accuracy and ,,index,, for
the temporal placernent of recovered specimeng an
aspect often unavailable on unregulated public
lands collecting episodes.

Stercophoto3.nd GIS
The methods include use of high-resolution color

stereo pairs to delineate specimen occurrences. This
quality of photography is rarely available off-the-
shelf and must usually be designed and put out for
bid specifically for this purpose. AtJODA, flight
lines and shutter intervals were specified to secure
60% overlap andSOTo sidelap (to avoid parallax and
achieve suitable stereo imagery). Nine-inch format
carneras with a 12" focal length, and flying heights
of 1000' above the terrain were selected; thus, a

Table 3. JODA Cyclic Prospecting Schedule.

Each area to be prospected is listed below with the corresponding
prospecting year.

| = Fin. Detail; thorough coverage of all attainable exposure. All
threatened and significant material recovered and catalogued.
Complete overlays and documentation; attempt elimination of
collecting bias.
C = Coarse Detail; accessibility, visitor access considered. Some
material left in place; rates of weathering study areas; thorough
overlay documentation not necessary.

meter on the ground is approximately 1 mm on the
photograph. The single most important procedure
involves sizing these large scale air photographs for
field use such that workers can readily enter the
Iocation of specimens quickly, accurately, and
verifiably. We have also successfully used remote
35mm stereo cameras mounted on tethered heliurn-
filled blimps.

In the museurry 36" X 35" enlargements of the
aerial photography are used to archive specimen
locations pinpointed on field sheets of the same
scale. From these precise coordinates a simple
binary system (using northing and easting
coordinates analogous and rectifiable to UTM) is
entered into the Automated National Catalog
System [ANCSI, a dBaseIII+ compiled record

The precise location and physical boundaries of these areas is
available on aerial imagery.

system that permits analysis from a variety of
database platforms. This permits one to
electronically "take the specimen back,, to
within a meter of where it was exposed. The
nronument is now developing a GIS system to
take advantage of our existing data and
evolving technology. A database linked with
locality data sheets is kepg augmented by
overlays documenting precisely where the
prospecting processes were done on a given
duy'

Prospecting and Gollection
On non-NPS administered properties, or

where land managers rnay have liftle
enforcement control of the public lands,
unauthorized collecting episodes may
decimate the exposures and bias aftempts to
perform taphonomic or faunal analyses (see
LaGarry-Guyon,1994). As a result of a
coopera tive interagency a greement (Fremd,
1992) between the NPS and the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM), resurce
management and research *y proceed
unfettered by management boundaries that
are often arbitrary from a scientific standpoint.
Within the fohn Day Basin, a varie{r of staff,
including trained volunteers, ranters, visiting
museum personnel, and others under the
supervision of the john Day Fossil Beds
museum,/paleontology division prospect the
beds within the congressional boundaries in
detail under a coordinated schedule. BLM
areas can be divided into manageable, "bite-
sized" regions that are covered at less
frequently scheduled intervals.

In the |ODA proiect, the cyclic timetable has
been set for thorough coverage of areas at four
year intervals (see Table Three). Photography
of all articul ated in slfu specimens occurs,

a;ci:: 1993 7994 tr995 7996 1597 1998

Nnik'Fiien C F C

Soith Force C F C

C F C

N.bith.aide,Bidi F C F

St*ni,::, C F C

finfiihintii: F C F

,blui,:',tC, tni C F C

*itiii:P.ttii,Eeni F C F

'Saatli, hzip:Rack C F C

mii',i*ili*i F C F

,,Eiii'*ii,ni;11 C F C

W*i'ii6,7r;1 F c F

Giten eno.i'BeCi F C F

Ctiall,Ri* F C F
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which helps document specimen orientations,
associated paleosols, and taphonomically important
features. Field notes record data in a format that can

be keypunched directly into ANCS during
cataloging (see Appendix One). Archival polyester
processing folderc are overlaid onto the aerial
photographs depicting where the prospector has

been in a given day or set of days; this correlates
with the field notes, and helps offset a preference to
return to particular "favorite" spots.

It turns out most items observed during cyclic
prospecting are left in the field because they are

simply not significant (e.g, bone fragments, certain
ichnofossils, dental scraps), at least not enough to
justify the expense and maintenance for their
curation. Occasionally, new material of a previously
collected skeleton weathers out. Because of the
computerized coordinate system it can be

recognized and curated with the original specimen.

This allows greater precision in determining
taphonomic estimates (such as the Minimum
Number of Individuals), as under normal
procedures these occurrences would probably be

catalogued as separate animals.
It is noteworthy that a variety of volunteers are

trained to work with the staff both in the field and

in the laboratory. It has been our experience that
most "amateu/' paleontologists much prefer to ally
thenrselves with scientific endeavors concerning
vertebrate fossils, rather than possession-oriented or
ma rketable commodity perspectives.

Curation and Stolage
Little purpose would be served by inaugurating a

systematic program of cyclic prospecting only to
have the resulting collections deteriorate inside;
they might as well have stayed in the field. Storage

of materials, whether within agency repositories or
through cooperative agreements with other
museurrl facilities, should meet the requirements
delineated in Special Directive 80-1 (Revised 1990),

the NPS Inspection Checklist for Museum Storage

and Exhibit Spaces, available from the NPS. This
checklist considers spatial and procedural aspects

of museum collections storage, the museum
environment, seority and access concerns, fire
protection, housekeepinS, and museum collections
planning.

The ]ODA database files resulting from cyclic
prospecting are accessed with a variety of
Windows@based software platforms such as

IDEALIST, dBASE, and APPROACH' Specimens

are catalogued in compliance with the NPS Museum

Handbook,which sets high standards for curatorial
work throughout the Interior Department and
coopera tin g repositories.

Gonclusionr
The issue of whether particular specimens should
be retrieved or left to ultimately be destroyed is a

complex one that requires a solid understanding of
the particular strata. Similarly, whether cyclic
prospecting may be warranted within a park,
monument, or other land management venue varies
with the facieg lithology, induration of the

sediments, and other factors. For example, within
Fossil Basin, Wyoming, a Program of canvassing
the paludal facies of the Wasatch Formation is very
appropriate. In the Green River Formation
lacustrine members, however, surface prospecting
is aimless and active quarrying is required.

Recently, considerable concern has rightly been

expressed regarding the increased dollar value
being attached to vertebrate fossils by commercial
enterprises. Meanwhile, there is a recognition that
specimens are continuously being lost to natural
processes. Museums, universities, and other
institutions should realize that the cost of sending
out a skilled field crew and preparing the material
in house is actually a much better curatorial
bargain, with far greater research payoffs, than
simply purchasing a few display items. Similarly,
management agencies entrusted with the
stewardship of public lands may find that
facilitating the timely retrieval of valuable
specimens from the field into dedicated repositories
is the best solution to insuring their conservation.
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Appendix One
Simplif ied Gyclic Prospeeting

Recording Procedurea

The Proiect Investigator (PI) is supplied with a
standard field note-book and perrnanent ink pens.
Specimens that are observed in the field, or
partially collected, or fully collected (whether float
or in situ), may be recorded in the book. A field
entry should reference/ at a minimunr, the
following information:

r a field number
r taxonomic identity for individuals and lots;

general descriptor for composites and locality
samples

t nafure of material
r whether or not the material was in situ, or float
! name of discoverer and / or collector
r precise photographic coordinates (typical

accuracy is + / - 2.0 meters)
I stratum (if in situ), possible range (if float).

This is the minimum amount of information that
is required for every collected specimen that is to be
accessioned into the museum collection. More
documentation accompanies particularly valuable
specimens and,/or those that require complex
excavation, including information such as:

preferred orientations, descriptions of the sediment,
associations with other material, number of
photographs taken, and any comPleted
Taphonomic Field Data Sheets generated.

Field Numbers are arranged by the PI's initials,
month, year, and number; thus TF88528 is the 28th
number assigned to a specimen, or lot, or
composite, in August, 1985 by T. F. A lettered suffix
"NC" may follow on the same line, which
designates that the material was Aot gollected at the

time of the entry, for whatever reason. (Note: if the

specimen is later retrifr,ed, a single line is drawn
through the 'NC' and the collectbn date writtm in).

Taxonomic identity should be established as

close to species as possible, but field situations often
are not amenable to specific recognition, and
material may not be identifiable until prepared.
Even complete and well-prepared material rrny not
be identifiable without iccess to reference material.
As far as possible, however, identify the specimen -

even if it is only "artiodactyl, unidentified."

Nature of the material should specify the
osteological components included (e.9., astragalus,
incomplete dentary with p3-m2, etc.). As the data
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are logged from the notes into the database, the use
of the SVP Bone Molphology Codes is encouraged.
The records should also include, in the case of
jacketed material, the orientation of bones,
proportion of skeleton, etc.

In situ: It is critical for the investigator to judge
whether or not material was actually in proper
stratigraphic context or arrived there as a result of
recent transportation mechanisms (principally
water, in this case). "Float" is never pinpointed onto
aerial photographs, but the coordinates are still
measured and entered into the field notes so that
the area can be revisited by future investigators,
and so that the general area can be satisfactorily re-
examined. All in-situ material is pinpointed when it
is collected and,/or especially significant. These
coordinates are entered into the field notes and
catalog records, as well.

Aerial Photographs and lateral images provide a
good framework for fixing the position of an object
spatially, and can (to some extent) help establish the
stratigraphic position. Nevertheless, it is good
practice to document the relation of the material to
the isochronous fuffs or other markers beds, where
identified. Even where superior air photos are
available, this provides an independent verification
of the "lithostratigraphic assemblage" and helps
establish chronological context without reference to
the irnagery, simply from the catalog records. Mylar
overlays provide means to document areas that
have been examined until the next cycle.

Detailed paleoecological and taphonomic notes
following standard formats are probably not
necessary (or appropriate) for this proiect in many
instances. Collectors should err on the side of "over-
docurrrentation," however, with particularly
noteworthy material. All occurrences in situ should
be photographed, with a Brunton compass, scale,
and field number in the image.
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